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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this paper is to estimate settlement behavior of single granular pile (GP) at various depths 

along its length under axial loading. Effects of different parameters on settlement reduction at different depths are quantified. 

Results of study on floating and end bearing granular piles constructed in the soft ground are presented and discussed. 

Numerical analysis using software ALPAXL is carried out for L/d ratios (5-15) and relative stiffnesses (10-100) of granular 

pile material. Settlements are estimated at the top, 0.25L, 0.5L 0.75L and at the bottom of the GP. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Soft clays with high compressibility and low strength usually 

exist in many coastal areas. Amongst various methods for 

improving in situ conditions of soft clays, granular piles/stone 

columns are considered to be the most advantageous and cost-

effective. Stone columns are installed to reduce the settlement 

of soft clays, accelerate the rate of consolidation and increase 

the load capacity structures built up on.  

    The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the effect of different 

geometric and deformation parameters in the settlement 

response of an axially loaded pile in elasto-plastic soil in 

normalized form. 

 

2 LITERATURE 

A number of theories have been developed to estimate the 

bearing capacity and settlement of stone column reinforced 

ground considering different failure mechanisms. Alamgir et al. 

(1996) established a simple theoretical approach to predict the 

deformation behavior of soft ground reinforced by columnar 

inclusions (stone columns). Hughes & Withers (1974) and 

Madhav et al. (1979) reported that stone column fails in bulging 

and the ultimate capacity of the stone column is governed the 

passive lateral resistance offered by the surrounding soils 

against bulging. Poulos and Davis (1980) obtained analytical 

solutions for the settlement behaviour of an axially loaded 

single pile in an elastic medium by considering the 

uncompressible and compressible pile as a number of uniformly 

loaded cylindrical segments together with a uniformly loaded 

base respectively. Priebe (1995) estimated the settlement 

improvement factor, defined as the ratio of the settlement of 

unimproved to improved ground, of a rigid foundation 

supported by infinite number of stone columns as a function of 

area replacement ratio, angle of shearing resistance of granular 

pile material, ratio of constrained moduli of the surrounding 

soils and the stone column. Scott (1981) presented solutions to 

estimate settlement of a compressible pile. Seo and Prezzi 

(2007) and Seo et al. (2008), presented explicit elastic solutions 

for a vertically loaded single pile embedded in multilayered 

soil. Six et al. (2012) investigated the elasto-plastic behavior of 

stone column foundation by numerical analysis. 

 

3 OBJECTIVE 

The performance of granular pile in soft clay overlying stiff 

clay subjected to axial loading is investigated by numerical 

analysis to study the floating and end bearing effect, L/d ratio 

and relative stiffness on profiles of pile settlements. 

 

4 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

A granular pile of length, L, and diameter,  d, is loaded with an 

axial force, P, at the ground surface (Fig. 1). The soft soil is 

considered to be homogenous, isotropic elastic half-space, 

having deformation parameters, Es and νs. Egp is the 

deformation modulus of the granular pile. The thickness of the 

soil layer is h, for analysis of floating GP. 

Diameter of GP is 1.0 m and h/L ratios of 1 and 4 are 

considered. Deformation modulus, Es and Poisson’s ratio, νs, of 

soil are assumed as 3 MPa and 0.49 respectively. Parametric 

study is carried out for the settlements along the length of the 

pile for the following ranges of parameters: 

 L/d – 5, 10 and 15 

 Relative stiffness, K (=Egp/Es) – 10, 25, 50, 100 
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The parameters considered for this study reflect 

their practical applicability in site conditions. The 

length to diameter ratios (L/d) of 5 to 15 and 

relative stiffness factors in a range of 10 to 100 are 

simulated to predict the behaviour of both short 

and long compressible granular piles. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Definition sketch of granular pile-soft ground 
system 

 
The analysis follows from the analytical solution of the 

differential equations governing the displacements of the 

pile-soil system obtained using variational principles as 

presented in Seo & Prezzi (2007). A user friendly 

spreadsheet program (ALPAXL) developed by Seo et al. 

(2008) from the displacement solutions as reported in 

Seo & Prezzi (2007), is utilized for the present study. 

This software is preferred as it facilitates estimation of 

settlements of GP at different depths. The input 

parameters needed for the analysis are only the pile 

geometry and the deformation parameters of the soil and 

pile. ALPAXL provides the results of the analysis, the 

deformed configuration of the pile-soil system and the 

load-settlement curve in seconds (refer to Seo et al., 

2008, for further details). 
    

Top displacement of granular pile is also estimated from 

Poulos and Davis (1980) in terms of the settlement of an 

incompressible pile in a half-space, with correction 

factors for the effects of pile compressibility, length to 

diameter ratio, L/d, finite thickness of compressible 

layer, relative stiffness of base layer and Poisson’s ratio.   

a) Floating granular pile:  Settlement, ρ, is  

                                ρ = 
𝑷 𝑰

𝑬𝒔 𝒅
                                    (1) 

where I = I0RkRhRν, P = applied axial load, I0 = 

settlement influence factor for incompressible pile in 

semi-infinite mass for νs= 0.5, Rk = correction factor for 

pile compressibility, K = Egp/Es, Rh = correction factor 

for relative thickness, h/L of finite layer and Rν = 

correction for Poisson’s ratio, νs 

b) Granular Pile bearing on stiff bearing stratum 

with deformation modulus, Eb 

                             ρ = 
𝑷 𝑰

𝑬𝒔𝒅
                                     (2) 

where I = I0.Rk.Rb.Rν, with Rb = correction factor for 

relative stiffness of the base layer, Eb/Es, of bearing 

stratum. Values of I0, Rk, Rh, Rb and Rv are taken from 

Poulos & Davis (1980). 

 

4.1 Validation 

Settlements determined from ALPAXL and Poulos and 

Davis (1980) are compared in Table 1 for floating 

granular piles for different stiffnesses. Results are in 

good agreement with differences less than 5% possibly 

due to the estimation of the values by interpolation from 

the plots of Poulos and Davis (1980). 

Table 1. Comparison of settlements for floating 
GP –L/d=10 

K ALPAXL 
Poulos & Davis 

(1980) 
% Diff. 

10 10.81 10.39 4.0 

25 7.93 7.64 3.7 

50 6.40 6.19 3.3 

100 5.34 5.10 4.7 

Note: All the settlements are in ‘mm’ 

 

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures 2-8 show the effect of K, L/d and h/L on 

settlement influence factor along the length of the 

granular pile.  

       Ratio of settlement at quarter depth (0.25L) to top 

settlement is termed as SR,0.25.  Settlement ratios increase 

with increase in K from 10 to 100, and range from 0.63 

to 0.73 for L/d = 5 (SR,0.25 increases by 16%), and 0.35 to 

0.67 for L/d = 15 (SR,0.25 increases by 91%) for h/L = 1, 

(Figs. 2 (a)), which implies settlement reduction is more 

emphasized for longer granular pile than that for 

relatively shorter one.  Settlement ratio decreases with 

an increase in L/d ratio, the effect more pronounced for 

a relatively compressible granular pile.  

           For a granular pile resting on stiffer stratum, i.e. 

for Eb = 3 GPa  & h/L=1 (Fig. 3a), the settlement ratios, 

SR,0.25 are 0.64, 0.49 and 0.35 for L/d of 5, 10 and 15 

respectively for K=10 and 0.75, 0.7 and 0.65 for L/d of 

5, 10 and 15 respectively for K= 100 as reported in Fig. 

3(a). Similarly, for h/L= 4 (Figs. 3(b)) the settlement 

ratios are 0.72, 0.5, 0.35 for K=10 and 0.95, 0.85, 0.78 

for K=100 at L/d 5, 10 and 15 respectively. The 

settlement ratio, SR,0.25  lies within the range of 0.35 to 

0.63 for an end bearing granular pile (h/L=1) for K=10, 

for which higher values are obtained for shorter/ 

relatively more rigid granular pile. Settlements at the top 

and at depth 0.25L are close to each other while 

maximum settlement reduction is pronounced for a 

longer compressible granular pile having settlement 

ratio < 0.35. 
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(a)                                                               (b) 

FIG. 2. SR,0.25 vs. K – h/L = 1, 4 - Effect of L/d 

              
(a)                                                                                            (b) 

Fig. 3 SR,0.25 vs. L/d – h/L = 1, 4 - Effect of K 

            
(a)                                                                                           (b) 

Fig. 4 SR,1 vs. K – h/L = 1, 4 - Effect of L/d 

             

           (a)                                                                                           (b) 

             Fig. 5  SR,1 vs. L/d – h/L = 1, 4 - Effect of K 
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Ratio of tip settlement to top settlement of GP, SR,1 is expressed 

as 

SR,1 = 
𝑺𝒆𝒕𝒕𝒍𝒆𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝒂𝒕 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝑻𝒊𝒑 𝒐𝒇 𝑮𝑷 

 𝑺𝒆𝒕𝒕𝒍𝒆𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝒂𝒕 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝑻𝒐𝒑 𝒐𝒇 𝑮𝑷
                                      (3) 

Settlement ratios for L/d=5, 10 and 15 for an end bearing GP 

(h/L=1) are zero for relatively longer compressible GP and is 

negligible for a shorter incompressible GP (Fig. 4(a)), as 

expected because of the incompressible base. For floating 

granular piles (h/L=4 and L/d=5, the  ratio of settlement of tip 

to top are 0.81, 0.68, 0.54 and 0.33 for relative stiffnesses of 

100, 50, 25 and 10 respectively. The variation of settlement 

ratio with K tends to linearity with increasing relative stiffness 

of GP for L/d = 15 with settlement ratios 0.02, 0.25 and 0.42 

for relative stiffness, K=10, 50 and 100 respectively (Fig. 4(b)). 

The settlement ratios are more uniform for relatively longer 

granular pile under both floating and end bearing conditions 

while a significant increase in the settlement ratios are 

observed for a relatively short granular piles with increase in 

K.  

Ratio of tip to top settlement are plotted against L/d as function 

of K, and presented in Figs. 5(a) & 5(b). The tip settlements 

are zero for a longer compressible granular piles i.e. for K=10 

and  L/d=15 (Fig. 5(a)).  Settlement ratios  are 0.31, 0.08 and 

0.02 for  L/d= 5, 10 and 15 for K=10 and 0.8, 0.6 and 0.43 for 

K=100 respectively for floating granular piles with h/L= 4. A 

sharp decrease in SR,1 with increase in L/d is noted from the 

above. The settlement ratio is significant for a floating 

compressible granular pile with L/d ratio more than 15 and K 

less than 10, depicting zero tip settlement  (Fig. 5(b)).  

 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The present study investigates settlement behavior along the 

length of stone column through a numerical study. From the 

results presented, the following conclusions may be drawn: 

i. The effect of the stiff bearing stratum is to decrease 

settlement, the effect being pronounced for 

relatively short or stiff granular piles. 

ii. The settlements reduce marginally from the top to 

the bottom with increasing stiffness of granular pile. 

iii. The settlement variation with depth is significant for 

compressible granular pile. 

iv. As the granular pile gets stiffer the settlements from 

the top to the bottom reduce marginally, while 

settlement variation along the length is pronounced 

for a compressible granular pile. 
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